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Abstract
Sour water stripping (SWS) units are similar to other process units that can bring many operational challenges to meet
target stripped water specifications. Failure of any equipment in the unit leads to unplanned shutdown and hence increases
the downtime of the unit. In this study we investigated the outlet nozzle and elbow downstream the finfan cooler as they
occasionally leak due to apparently metal thinning. Process simulation using appropriate electrolyte thermodynamic package
to predict vapour liquid equilibrium and streams flow rates was used. Subsequently, Computational fluid dynamics (CFD)
simulation was use to predict the erosion patterns. To mitigate and prevent unit upset, many option have been recommended
to change the operating mode of the finfan cooler so as to circumvent alloy change. The CFD simulation results matched the
erosion pattern that caused the loss of wall thickness. Different cases were investigated addressing elbow size, flow regime
and elbow angle. The results, however, have indicated that the erosion is unavoidable irrespective of the fluctuation in the
throughputs to the unit.
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Introduction

The quantities of sour water produced by the process
industry worldwide is steadily increasing and this due to the
strict specifications of the produced fuels. SWS are used to
process sour water effluents to remove of Hydrogen Sulfide
(H2S) and Ammonia (NH3) to a target limits specified in the
design of such units. Figure 1, illustrates a simplified process
description for SWS modelled in this work. All sour water
streams from source units are collected in the sour flash drum
in order to flash and separate any hydrocarbons impurities.
The sour water is then pumped to the top of the stripper
column after exchanging heat in the feed effluent exchanger.
Sour gases NH3 and H2S are separated in the stripper with the
use of the steam introduced by the reboiler. The sour gases

from the stripper are cooled in finfan cooler to condense
most of the water vapours. In this unit, they are two finfan
coolers; one running and one spare. The condensate is
recycled to the stripper. The sour gases is then routed to
downstream recovery unit. Stripped water is further cooled
and routed back to stripped water users within the facilities.
The operating conditions is crucial in order to maintain the
temperature in the overhead system in the rage between 8590°C. This will alleviate the formation of ammonium salts
and reduce the water content routed to downstream units.
Figure 2 and Figure 3 show the operation performance of
the unit in terms of removing both NH3 and H2S. The outlet
concentrations of NH3 and H2S were normalized in order to
give a more meaningful representation of the operating data
for the SWS unit. Both Figure 2 and Figure 3 show that the
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outlet concentration for NH3 and H2S were controlled post
the installation of variable speed drive to control the outlet
temperature of the finfan cooler. For more details on the

history of maintenance inspection activities carried out in
this unit can be found in Hassan-Beck, et al [1].
Fin-fan cooler

Striped sour water (Product)
Damaged (eroded) elbow
Cooler

Acid gases(H2S, NH3)

Feed/effluent
exchanger

Reflux drum
Stripper
column

Sour water (Feed)
Flash drum

Reboiler

Figure 1: Simplified sour water stripping unit process flow diagram.

Figure 2: Sour water unit performance – H2S in feed and product.

Figure 3: Sour water unit performance – NH3 in feed and product.
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The combination of the NH3 and H2S produces Ammonium
Bisulfide (NH4HS) that is known for its high corrosive
potential when dissolved in water. The increase of H2S and
NH3 concentrations often creates a hostile environment for
the piping material. This is exacerbated by the formation of
NH4HS and leads to erosion-corrosion issues.

Damin [2] studied NH4HS-induced corrosion at different
conditions on different alloys. He reported corrosion rates
and factors behind NH4HS formation in air coolers. Cayard
[3] reported that industry had been using conservative
rule of thumb, for the estimation of NH4HS corrosion. He
demonstrated that corrosion rates were far lower and
alloy upgrade from carbon steel was an expensive, yet
not needed, option. Corrosion in tubes of air-cooled heat
exchanger was investigated by Toba [4,5]. They concluded
that air side temperature was the cause of corrosion in the
tube side due to the formation of a two-phase regime. Their
main recommendation was a better control of operating
conditions to avoid corrosion and hence the expensive
solution of alloy upgrade. Zhu [6] investigated both
experimentally and numerically (CFD) the effects of velocity
and NH4HS concentration on the erosion-corrosion potential
in a sour water stripping unit. He quantified the thinning of
the material in the affected area of the elbows in SWS. He
reported a quick increase in the corrosion rates related to
high concentration of NH4HS of about 10 wt.% and high
liquid velocity.
Despite the erosion-corrosion problems in sour
water strippers have been formally addressed in many
investigations, the problem is still being experienced at
a significant scale in the industry [7-14]. Hence, further
research is warranted to better understand the underlying
mechanisms of erosion-corrosion problems through the use
of various engineering tools and analytical techniques. This
should help establish efficient countermeasures to mitigate

the erosion-corrosion issue. Insights into the fundamental
mechanism of the erosion-corrosion issue can be obtained
experimentally, however, it is often resource-intensive and
incomprehensive due to the limited number of experiments
that can be conducted in practice [15,16]. To circumvent
this limitation, researchers have turned to state-of-theart computational techniques such as CFD in order to gain
critical insight into the intricate phenomena characterizing
many industrial processes. As a result, a wide range of studies
that involve numerical simulations of hydrodynamics, heat
transfer, mass transfer and chemical reactions have been
conducted in order to provide conservative and relatively
accurate calculations of parameters related to the safety of
these processes [6,17-27]. Indeed, the use of CFD to study
the fundamental mechanics and assess hazardous scenarios
has become more practical and achievable and integrant part
of the process design cycle [28,29].
In this investigation, CFD analysis was carried out to
explore and analyze the underlying causes of the erosioncorrosion at the overhead cooler in the SWS unit. CFD model
of the SWS overhead cooler was first developed and tested
with four different inlet flow rates. The emphasis of this
CFD study was to look at the impact of the flow on erosion
especially in areas of concern like the nozzle outlet, pipe
expander, and elbow. Results from these CFD simulations
showed detailed flow pattern upstream and downstream
of the elbow and its immediate impacts to the pipe wall
that induced erosion problems. Then, scenarios to reduce
and alleviate erosion were proposed by modifying several
parameters:
• Increasing the pipe size.
• Halving the flow rate by splitting the flow downstream of
the stripper feeding the running cooler and spare finfan
cooler are operational.
• Reducing the elbow angle.

Case 1

Case 2
Elbow angle
45 o

Enlarged pipe to
3" / 4"

Case 3

Case 4

Case 5

Half flow rate

Case 6

Case 7

Figure 4: Mapping the modified cases with combinations of changed parameters.
(Original design parameters: size (2 inch/3 inch), elbow angle 90° and full flow rate))
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For this purpose, CFD calculations for seven modified
cases were conducted. Each case reflects a certain
combination of the three above parameters as mapped
in Figure 4. Comparisons between the CFD results of the
original case and the modified cases were made to quantify
the improvement in terms of erosion reduction that was
achieved. The following sections discuss in details the
CFD model developed for the present study including
assumptions used, methodology, geometry and mesh,
boundary conditions. CFD results are discussed and analyzed
and recommendations are made.

CFD Model Assumptions and Methodology
Assumptions

All CFD simulations were performed using ANSYS Fluent
CFD software [30]. The following modeling assumptions and
simplifications are used in the CFD model:
1. For vertical tubes arrangement, the two phase flow
considered on the present study falls under the category
of annular flow, based on the flow regime map (see
Figure 8) developed by Hewitt [16]. Equations 1 and 2
show the calculations of both gas and liquid components
that determine the flow regime map in Figure 8.
a.

b.

ρlv l2 = 57.9

ρ gv g2 = 642.5

(1)
(2)

Where ρl density of liquid, which is 850 kg/m3, and vl velocity
of liquid, which is 0.26 m/s. For the gas component, ρg is
1.471 kg/m3 and vg is 20.9 m/s. These density and velocity
values were taken from one of the simulation cases, which
will be discussed in more details later.
2. For the annular flow the central core of the flow consists
of the gas phase with entrainment of small liquid droplets
and a thin layer of liquid coats the pipe walls. Since the
majority of fluid flow is in a gaseous form (> 90% by

3.

4.

5.

6.

volume fraction) this gas phase flow was modeled in CFD
as a continuous flow (primary Eulerian phase) whilst
the liquid droplets were modeled as a dispersed flow
(secondary Lagrangian phase). The thin layer coat of
liquid along the inner wall of the tube was not included
explicitly in the CFD simulations to reduce modelling
complexity and hence speed up computational time.
The movement of liquid droplets follows the primary
gas flow. This is called one-way coupling method in CFD
whereby the primary phase flow affects the secondary
dispersed phase flow, but not vice-versa. Impacts of
droplet to droplet interactions and droplets to the
primary phase flow were not taken into account.
The scope of the present CFD study is limited to the impact
of the multiphase flows to erosion only. The mechanism
of corrosion is not considered in the CFD model due to
unavailability of corrosion model in the current CFD
solver. Therefore, in order to facilitate corrosion rates
prediction in CFD a separate user code representing
accurate expressions for the corrosion model needs to
be integrated within the CFD solver. This can be included
at a later stage when corrosion-rate expressions are
developed in-house in different corrosive environments.
Erosion model was included using the standard ANSYS
Fluent as part of the Dispersed phase model (DPM)
setting [31,32]. The default empirical correlations that
describe the droplet angles of impact to the wall were
used.
The sizes of liquid droplets were assumed in the range of
10 μm – 100 μm. These size variations were represented
in ANSYS Fluent solver using the Rosin-Rommler
diameter distribution model.

System Geometry and Computational Mesh

Geometry of the CFD model is shown in Figure 5. It covers
the concerned areas where major loss of pipe thickness
occurred, which spans from the 2 inch pipe upstream of the
expander to the 3 inch pipe downstream of the elbow.

Figure 5: Model Geometry.
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For the CFD model, the flow domain from the inlet
through to the outlet has to be discretized into a number of
small control volumes where the flow governing equations
are solved. In CFD this step is usually termed as mesh
generation. Good mesh resolution is required to capture
important flow variables, such as velocity, temperature
and pressure distribution accurately especially close to
the pipe wall to achieve correct turbulence quantities and
thermal gradients [33]. For this purpose two different mesh
resolutions (i.e. number of computational cells), as listed in
Table 1 were generated and tested to check mesh sensitivity
and dependency to solution accuracy. Table 1 also shows
results from this mesh dependency study with the inlet flow

rates taken from Case A, as detailed in the next section. It is
clear from Table 1 that the resulting mean gas outlet velocity
did not change much even after increasing the number
of computational cells by almost 10% and hence can be
considered to reach a mesh independent solution. Therefore,
in the simulation results described below the medium mesh
size (approximately 463 K cells) was used.
Figure 6 illustrates the CFD mesh employed. It has
predominantly tetrahedral mesh with boundary layer
attached near the wall to capture correct turbulence
quantities and flow gradients.

No

Mesh Case

Total No. of Cells

Predicted Mean Gas Outlet
Velocity (m/s)

1

Medium

462,726

8.671

2

Fine

505,440

Table 1: Mesh dependency study.

Governing Equations

8.676

Figure 6: Computational Mesh.

The continuity equation governing the flow in the pipe
is written as follows:

∂ρ
+ ∇. ρν =S m (3)
∂t

( )

Where t is time, ρ is density, and v is the velocity vector. The
source Sm is the mass added to the continuous phase from the
dispersed second phase (e.g. liquid droplets). The flow is also
governed by conservation of momentum in inertial reference
frame as follows:
 


∂

ρν ) + ∇. ( ρνν ) = −∇. (τ ) + ρ g + F (4)
(
∂t

Where τ̿ is the stress tensor, p is the static pressure, ρ*g and
F are the gravitational body force and external body forces

(like the ones that arise from interaction with the dispersed
phase), respectively.

Boundary Conditions

Table 2 lists four CFD simulation cases with the
original pipe sizes (2 inch/3 inch) along with different inlet
volumetric flow rates of both gas and liquid phases. Process
simulation package and it’s and validation of the model
results are detailed in Hassan-Beck, et al. [1]. Table 3 shows
all the modified cases with combinations of modified flow
rates, pipe diameters and elbow angles. All modified cases
used either full or half flow rates of Case A. To use a case that
conform to erosion corrosion mechanism, Case A represents
the realistic case scenario as the SWS was running during
winter time, hence liquid in the finfan cooler was the
minimum and gas flow rates were the maximum as compared

Hassan-Beck H and Berrouk AS. Loss Prevention Mitigation in Sour Water Stripper (SWS)
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to other conditions in Cases B and C. These simulations were
conducted to see the impacts of the proposed modified flow
No
1
2
3
4

Design/Simulation Case
Design
A
B
C

Record Date
4/1/2015
24/08/2014
9/4/2015

rates and geometries to erosion patterns and compare them
with that of the original geometry and erosion rates.

Gas Flow Rate (10-3 m3/s)
11.39
30.16
6.2
17.8

Table 2: CFD Simulation cases and inlet flow rates with original pipe sizes.
No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Flow
Full
Half
Half
Full
Half
Full
Half

Pipe Diameter
3 inch/4 inch
2 inch/3 inch
3 inch/4 inch
2 inch/3 inch
2 inch/3 inch
3 inch/4 inch
3 inch/4 inch

Elbow Angle
90°
90°
90°
45°
45°
45°
45°

Gas Flow Rate (10-3 m3/s)
30.16
15.08
15.08
30.16
15.08
30.16
15.08

Table 3: Modified cases with modified flow Rates and geometries.

CFD Results

Velocity Field
The resulting contours of velocities at the mid-plane of
the pipe are shown in Figure 7 for four different flow rates
using the original pipe dimension. The upper scale is 20 m/s
shown in red color and the lower scale 0 m/s in dark blue.

Liquid Flow Rate (10-3 m3/s)
0.327
0.376
0.455
0.425

Liquid Flow Rate (10-3 m3/s)
0.376
0.188
0.188
0.376
0.188
0.376
0.188

The inlet gas phase velocity from Case B was only half of
that of the design flow case. On the other hand, the inlet gas
velocities from Cases A and C were 160% and 50% higher
than that of the design flow case, as shown in Table 4. As
the gas velocity is a primary mover of the liquid droplets we
should expect to see more impacts of the liquid droplets to
the pipe wall from Cases B and C.

Figure 7: Resulting Mid-Plane Velocities for Different Flow Rates with Original Pipe Size.
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No

Design/ Simulation Case

Inlet Gas Flow Rate (10-3 m3/s)

Inlet Gas Velocity (m/s)

1

Design

11.39

7.9

4

C

17.8

2

A

3

30.16

B

6.2

Table 4: Inlet Gas Velocity.

According to the process design guidelines [34], the
maximum allowable velocity for the two phase flow lines is
given by
V max =

122

ρmix

(5)

Where ρmix is the density of mixture, kg/m3. Using the law of
proportionality the density of mixture can be calculated as
ρmix =

ρv .Qv + ρl .Q l
(6)
Qv + Q l

Where ρ is density and Q volumetric flow rate. Subscripts v
and l denoting the vapour and liquid, respectively. Table 5
shows the density of mixtures and corresponding maximum
allowable velocities for different flow cases.

As can be seen, the actual velocity in each flow case is
still below the corresponding allowable limit. However,
it should be noted that a similar empirical correlation to
Equation 5, as implemented by the standard API 14E [35],
has been subject to ongoing research and many reported that
the correlation was overly conservative [35]. For example,
an experiment performed by Southwest Research Institute
covering a range of operating conditions in the annular mist
flow regimes showed that the flow velocity at which the onset
of erosion/corrosion occurred was lower than the specified
limit provided by the design standard [35].
Simulation Case

A

B

C

Vapour density, kg/m3

1.471

1.526

1.461

1.638

1.529

Vapour flow rate, 3/hr

108.584

Mixture density, g/m

11.93

Liquid density, kg/m

3

Liquid flow rate, m /hr
3

Max. Velocity, m/s

3

22.331

850.104

842.882

35.3

15.9

1.355

Table 5: Maximum allowable velocity.

59.023

64.1

856.6

21.384
26.4

Liquid Droplets Impact on Erosion

For the annular flow type regime the liquid droplets flow
in the core region of the pipe following the primary gas phase
movement. At disturbances in the flow stream such as flow

20.9
4.3

12.3

separation at the pipe expander and the elbow, direct impact
of liquid droplets to the pipe wall has clearly resulted in a
marked region of erosion. This is shown evidently in Figure
8, which compares erosion patterns between CFD results of
four different flow cases looking from the bottom and the top
sides of the elbow. The upper scale in red color represents
erosion rate of 1.e-07 kg/m2.s and lower scale in dark blue
is 0 kg/m2.s. In this circumstance, accumulation of erosion
pattern was directly caused by liquid droplet impact fatigue.
CFD results from different flow cases with the original pipe
size consistently showed clear marked areas of erosion at the
elbow and the upstream pipe expander. These were areas
where maximum impact of liquid droplets impingement
at the pipe wall occurred following disturbances in the
flow stream. This erosion map/pattern matches with the
corresponding areas where major loss of wall thickness was
experienced on-site, i.e. the pipe expander and the elbow.
For the Carbon Steel pipe with density of 7990 kg/m3 the
predicted erosion rate at these regions can be converted to
approximately 0.4 mm/year.

The scope of the present CFD investigation was limited
to the impact of the multiphase flows to erosion only. The
mechanism of corrosion was not considered in the CFD
model. So although the predicted erosion rate at marked
erosion regions was approximately 0.4 mm/year, the actual
reading of thickness loss was much higher, accounting to
about 2 mm/year at the elbow and 1.5 mm/year at the pipe
expander, as reported in [36]. This can only be explained by a
combined factor of erosion and corrosion.

The phenomenon of erosion–corrosion is always
associated with mechanical removal of the protective surface
film resulting in a subsequent corrosion rate increase via
either electrochemical or chemical processes. The mechanical
damage by the impacting fluid imposes disruptive shear
stresses on the material surface and/or the protective
surface film. In the current study, erosion–corrosion is
further enhanced by the impact of liquid droplets entrained
by the gas flow, exacerbated by the presence of hydrogen
Sulfide and the formation of iron Sulfide scale, which then
removed due to erosion [37-39]. This will be repetitive
process (vicious cycle) of repair and removal of scale, which
will accelerate the rate of corrosion and thus lead to severe
metal thinning.
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Modified cases

Figure 8: Flow Regime Map for Two-Phase Flow in Vertical Pipe [40].

Figure 9 shows comparisons of velocity contours at the
mid-plane of the pipe between the original and modified
cases. The top row shows the results with the full flow rate
of Case A whereas the bottom row only with half of that flow
rate, i.e. flow splits equally to both running and spare finfan
cooler. The upper scale in red color represents 20 m/s and

the lower scale in dark blue 0 m/s. increasing overall pipe
size by 1 inch has decreased the velocity by a factor of 2.4
approximately. Halving the flow rate further decreased the
velocity by half in proportion. Although the flow pattern
looks similar this significant decrease in gas velocity certainly
helped in reducing the level of erosion, as clearly depicted in
Figure 10 and Figure 11.

Figure 9: Mid-Plane Velocity Comparisons between Original and Modified Cases.
Hassan-Beck H and Berrouk AS. Loss Prevention Mitigation in Sour Water Stripper (SWS)
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Figure 10: Comparisons of Predicted Erosion Pattern between Original and Modified Cases – Bottom Side of Elbow.

Figure 11: Comparisons of Predicted Erosion Pattern between Original and Modified Cases – Top Side of Elbow.

Figure 10 shows erosion patterns looking from the
bottom side of the elbow and Figure 11 from the top side of
the elbow. As in Figure 12, erosion rates shown in Figure 10
and 11 have the upper scale in red color representing 1.e-07
kg/m2.s and the lower scale in dark blue is 0 kg/m2.s. Also, in
Figure 10 and 11, the top row shows the results with the full
flow rate of Case A whereas the bottom row only with half
of the flow. Looking at the comparison between the original

and the larger pipe size case, it is obvious that significant
parts of erosion zones have been eliminated at the elbow
albeit the presence of much smaller patches of red color. So,
the inherent flow disturbances at the elbow always caused
direct droplets impingement at the pipe wall that resulted
in erosion, although at a smaller level with larger pipe
dimension [41].
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Figure 12: Comparison of Predicted Erosion Patterns between Flow Cases with Original Pipe Size.

Reducing the bend angle to 45° alone did not alter
much of the erosion pattern and significant region with
high erosion rates (red color) at the elbow still appeared,
as clearly shown in Figure 11. However, a combination of
pipe size enlargement and elbow angle reduction produced
the best results in terms of erosion reduction. With this
combination, the red colored high erosion zones at the elbow
were completely removed.

Halving the flow rate certainly helped reduce the erosion
rates further. However, as with the full flow cases, individual
change in pipe size enlargement or bend angle reduction
along with half flow rate could not remove the high red
erosion zones entirely. The best modification results came
from the combination of pipe enlargement and elbow angle
reduction with half flow rate. The erosion rate was reduced
from 1.e-07 kg/m2.s to 1.e-08 kg/m2.s on average, or from 0.4
mm/year to 0.04 mm/year, which is a degree of magnitude
improvement in terms of erosion reduction.

Conclusions

The flow conditions and behavior in the piping system
downstream the finfan cooler was simulated. Process
modelling of the unit has enabled determining the vapour
and liquid flow rates downstream the finfan cooler. Vapour
velocity and flow regime were determined using the CFD
modelling. Clear signs of flow turbulence and erosion as a
result of vapour flow as a continuous phase entrained by
liquid droplets. More importantly, by comparing the erosion
rate between the design case and Case A, the erosion was
unavoidable irrespective of the flow rate. Mitigation of
erosion in the piping system from operating point of view is
to reduce velocity to a level below which the erosion will be
minimized in the piping system in question. Furthermore,

based on CFD results, a modified sizing and possibly material
of construction to ease any further failure is warranted. The
following conclusions can be made from the present CFD
study:
1. The flow regime was of the annular mist type whereby
the primary phase was in the form of gas vapour and the
secondary liquid droplets were dispersed in the core
region of the pipe following the gas flow. At disturbances
in the flow stream such as flow separation at the pipe
expander and the elbow, direct impact of liquid droplets
to the pipe wall has clearly resulted in a marked region
of erosion.
2. Increasing pipe diameter by 1 inch has decreased the
overall velocity by a factor of 2.4. This led to an overall
reduction in erosion. Significant parts of erosion zones
at the elbow have been eliminated although much
smaller patches of erosion still appeared following flow
disturbances at the elbow.
3. The predicted erosion pattern matches with the
corresponding areas where major loss of wall thickness
occurred, i.e. the pipe expander and the elbow.
4. This predicted loss of wall thickness due to erosion was
only partly responsible for the total loss of thickness. In
reality, a combined erosion-corrosion effect most likely
ensued. So, liquid droplets impact fatigue caused erosion
on the pipe wall.
5. Subject to economic viability, perhaps replacing the
failed pipe material with a more erosion-resistant
material is warranted to alleviate future material failure.
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